Jalydiumps who was wearing a robe made of fur just stood and watched everyone as the big birds carried them away to safety up in the sky. He then turned and entered his wickiup and built a small fire. After the fire burned for a little while he began to heat up some rocks.
A little while later here came the Ganoks. He came into the village and began to rip apart all of the wickiups looking for people and animals to eat.
The Ganoks came to Jalydiumps’ wickiup, and found Jalydiumps sitting by his small fire heating up rocks. He entered Jalydiumps’ wickiup and seated himself across the fire from the chief Jalydiumps.

The Ganoks asked Jalydiumps, “Why are you not afraid of me?” The chief replied, “I am not afraid for I feel that I am stronger than you, oh mighty Ganoks. And to prove this we will see who can eat the most hot rocks!” The Ganoks agreed. They were now ready to see who was the stronger of the two.